
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATOR

Kindergarten

Phorms Education currently runs five bilingual, German-English nurseries
within Heilbronn and the surrounding area as part of a cooperation with the
Schwarz Group. We care for children between the ages of 0 and 6 years in an
open and partially immersive concept with native-speaking professionals.
Our facilities offer well-equipped functional rooms and outdoor play areas.
The pedagogical focus is on bilingualism, music and STEM - the children
always remain at the centre of our needs-oriented work and are involved in
the day-to-day life of the nursery. Our company childcare is growing - more
facilities are being planned.
The company nurseries are part of the Phorms Education SE network of
bilingual schools and nurseries, that has been enriching the educational
landscape in Germany since 2006.

CHARACTERISTICS

Position:
Early Childhood
Educator

Phorms location:
Baden-Württemberg

Contract:
part-time or full-time

Employment:
unlimited

Earliest start date:
at the next possible date

Department:
Kindergarten

OUR BENEFITS

A sign-on bonus of 1,000 € (gross) until the 31.03.2024
An attractive salary with additional benefits (e.g. company pension scheme, monthly public transport
ticket and free, freshly prepared lunch that changes daily, Corporate Benefits Portal)
A relocation allowance and all paperwork completed and prepared for residency and work permits
Continuing professional development opportunities
Small groups which enable you to support children individually
Innovative educational concepts and state of the art educational resources
An excellent location of the school in southern Germany, centrally located within Europe
Short-term provision of employee housing at current market prices for a relaxed arrival



YOUR TASKS

Holistic support of our children in the cognitive, emotional, and creative areas
Preparation and follow-up as well as implementation of parent meetings 
Regular observation of the holistic development and abilities of students learning

YOUR PROFILE

Certified training as an early childhood educator, a degree in education or comparable education that
enables you to work as a specialist or supplementary staff member by the respective local authorities
Identify with our pedagogical concept and are motivated to creatively implement it collaboratively as
a team 
Motivated to co-create new teaching methodologies to continuously develop with the organisation
Interest in working in a bilingual and international atmosphere 
Motivated and committed to working as part of a team
English or German language skills at least level B2

Interested in re-shaping education? Bring your new ideas to life with us and apply now. Do not hesitate to
contact Isabelle and Patrick, Tel.: 030/ 311 678 104.

We look forward to your application!


